Smart Infrared Thermometers

USER MANUAL

Thank you for purchasing our smart infrared thermometers. Compact design, non-contact thermometer that works with smart phones to improve the way we measure and track temperatures. It is easy to use and can accurately measure body temperature in 3 seconds. Please read these instructions carefully to ensure accurate temperature.

Features:
Non-Contact Infrared Thermometer
Body Temp/Object Temp/Ambient Temp.
Accurately measure body temperature in 2 seconds.
Smart phone-connected thermometer with easy display.
Conveniently display in °C or °F.
Record & Track Data.
Suit for all iPhone series and 90% Androids.

How to use.
1. Download IRThermo from Apple Store or Google Play and install it in the smart phone.
2. Tap IRThermo app icon on your home screen to open the application.
3. Insert DT-8000 into the earphone jack, connect the smart phone with DT-8000.

Measure Body Temperature.
1. Tap “Body” icon on home screen.
2. Aim the probe to the forehead. Press START button to test the temperature. The temperature will display on screen about 2 seconds.
3. The test history records are in the same page, you can check them at any time if you need.
4. Body temperature test range: 32–43°C (89.6–109.4°F)

Measure Surface Temperature.
5. Tap “Surface Temperature” icon on home screen.
6. Aim the probe to the forehead. Press START button to test the temperature. The temperature will display on screen about 2 seconds.
7. The test history records are in the same page, you can check them at any time if you need.
8. Surface temperature test range: 0–100°C
Measure Surface Temperature.
10. Aim the probe to the forehead. Press START button to test the temperature. The temperature will display on screen about 2 seconds.
11. The test history records are in the same page, you can check them at any time if you need.

Tips.
Press the application to enter the home page, slide the screen from left to right, a small page will occur on the left of the cell phone screen. You can add new user, exchange users and read the User Guide here.

Caution.
1. Please test the object in 5cm to get more accurate temperature, especially when testing human body temperature.
2. Please do not put this product in water as it's not water proof type.
3. Please take out the battery if it won't be used for a long time.
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